
Divinations 
 
1.  II Kings. 1-- Story of King Ahaziah and divination of Baalzebub, god of Ekron.   Deut. 18: 9-14 -- 

Moses warns Israel to refrain from occultic activities as the Canaanites were being destroyed because of 

their practicing such. 

 

2. “Yet now the king of Israel, turning from God to ask help of the worst enemy of his people, 

proclaimed to the heathen that he had more confidence in their idols than in the God of heaven.  In the 

same manner do men and women dishonor Him when they turn from the source of strength and wisdom 

to ask help or counsel from the powers of darkness.  If God’s wrath was kindled by Ahaziah’s act, how 

does He regard those who, having still greater light, choose to follow a similar course?”   P & K  pp. 

211,12 

 

3.  Various forms of divination:  pendulum in various ways, iridology, radionics, muscle testing, sway 

test, Ouija board, etc., etc.     

Definition of Divination:  “Divination is a form of occultism wherein the  person uses objects such as 

tea leaves, a crystal  ball, tarot cards, Ouija board, or any superstitiously interpreted object as the means 

of attempting to gain or elicit knowledge or information that is beyond ordinary human intelligence.”  

(Catholic Encyclopedia) 

 

4.      

 
5. There is Intelligence in divination, from where? 
 
6. They sacrificed their sons and daughters in the fire.  They practiced divination, sorcery and sold 
themselves to do evil in the eyes of the Lord, provoking him to anger                       II Kings 17:17 
 

              7.  “My people ask counsel at their stocks, and their staff declareth unto them.”  (KJV) 

                    “…They consult a wooden idol and are answered by a stick of wood.”   (NIV)  Hosea 4:12 

 8.  Several therapeutic disciplines say in their literature that they use pendulums:   psychic  

                    healing; reflexology; herbal medicine; naturopathy; dowsing; iridology; color therapy;  

                    chiropractic; homeopathy; astrologic medicine; therapeutic touch. 



    9.     

       

10.  

 



11.      

12. PSYCHOMETRY – RADIONICS   THEORY: all matter radiates impressions through subtle energy and may 

be perceived by a psychic or a machine.  (subtle energy is proclaimed to be six individual levels of theorized 

energy faster than speed of light which scientists cannot find) 

13.  PSYCHOMETRY:       “Clairvoyant sensitivity whereby the psychic touching an object can pick up 
‘impressions of the life and experiences of the objects owner.”         Weldon and Levitt, Psychic Healing p. 54                                                                                                                                                                                     

14. RADIONICS:   “Psychometrics aided by a mechanical device.” 

     Let’s look at some names applied to these radionic instruments: electroacupunctue according to Voll (EAV); 

electrodermal screening (EDS); bioelectric functions diagnosis (BFD); bioresonance therapy (BRT); bioenergy 

regulatory technique (BER); biocybernetic medicine (BM); computerized electrodermal screening (CEDS), 

electrodermal testing (EDT); limbic stress assessment (LSA); meridian energy analysis (MEA), or point testing. 

Additional names one may encounter are Dermatron, Vegatest, Accupath 1000, Asyra, Avatar, BICOM, 

BioTron, Biomeridian, Computron, Dermatron, DiagnoMetre, Eclosion, e-Lybra 8, ELAST, Interro, Interactive 

Query System (IQS0), I-Tronic, Kindling, LISTEN System, Mora, Matrix Physiques System, Meridian energy 

Analysis Device (MEAD), MSAS, Oberon, Omega, Acubase, Omega Vision, Orion System Phazx, Prognos, 

Prophyle, Punctos III, Syncrometer, Vantage, Victor-Vitalpunkt diagnose, Vitel 618 and ZYTO, Zapping 

Machine, Royal Rife Machine, Cell Com System, MRA, Mora machine. 

15.  Theory:    Instruments may diagnose by detecting deranged frequency;  May administer treatment  by 

sending back corrective frequency;  Distance no barrier to Dx or Rx  [Blair, Lawrence; Rhythms of Vision  pp. 

148-9];    Past and future can be discerned.       [Weldon and Levitt; Psychic Healing p 59] 

16. Radionic Research:  George De La Warr is a leading researcher in radionics, and claims help in his 
research comes from spirits. His wife is a  “medium.”  [H.L. CAYCE; THE VARIETIES OF HEALINGS IN 
ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTENMENT; A SYMPOSIUM ON THE VARIETES OF HEALING P. 
5] 

 
17. PSYCHOMETRY – RADIONICS: Degree of ability to accurately diagnose is related to degree of psycho 
spiritual development and sensitivity of the operator. (RADIESTHESIA)  [Weldon and Levitt, Psychic Healing 
pp. 55-54]  [Gerber, Vibrational Medicine pp. 238-239]  This premise is all built upon the subtle-energy 
theory 



What are the claims about the machines’ capabilities? Let us look at an advertisement connected with the 

Mora Machine (Rife & MRA machine similar). The Mora technique can be likened to being a health detective. 

In the hands of the right practitioner it delivers a fascinating in-depth investigation of what exactly is going on 

in your body on every level at that precise moment. It tests the body for imbalances as well as intolerances of 

foods and other allergens such as animal fur or dust, for example. It can be used to identify specific nutritional 

deficiencies and to find the correct homeopathic remedy. 

The technique is, in fact, a form of painless electro-acupuncture; painless because there are no needles 

involved! Originally created for use by holistic skin therapists who continue to use it to treat disorders such as 

eczema, psoriasis and acne, it is now widely used to detect most disorders that manifest themselves 

physically, no matter what the cause.  

The Mora machine itself picks up electromagnetic waves from the body and then manipulates those that have 

gone out of kilter by increasing or decreasing their amplitude before sending them back to the body to effect a 

cure.   Where the detective work comes into force is in finding which nutritional or mineral deficiencies are 

responsible and which ones and what doses or cocktail mix of them will correct them.....   

                 

 

20. And a number of those who practiced magic arts brought their books together and burned them in the 
sight of all; and the counted the value of them and found it came to fifty thousand pieces of silver. 

Acts 19:a9 

“Those treatises on divination contained rules and forms of communication with evil spirits. They were the 
regulations of the worship of Satan, --Directions for soliciting his help and obtaining information from 
him.”  MYP p. 275 

21.  “And have no fellowship with unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them.”                            

                                                                                                                              Ephesians 5: 11 NIV            Website:   

www.healthandspirituality.info   URLs below will connect to written articles of above subjects:  

https://healthandspirituality.info/divination-diagnostics/divination-as-a-diagnostic-tool/   

https://healthandspirituality.info/divination-diagnostics/chiromancy-palmistry-reflexology-ouija-board/  
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